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INTRODUCTION 
We introduce the concept of the uniform distribution group U(R) of a 
commutative ring R with identity. When R is an algebraic number field, 
U(R) coincides with the usual notion of the group of algebras with 
uniformly distributed Hasse invariants which has been studied by both 
authors, independently. We prove some basic facts concerning this ub- 
group U(R) of the Brauer group B(R), and investigate i srelationship w th 
S(R), the Schur subgroup of B(R). We completely determine U(R) when R 
is the ring of integers ofan algebraic number field. Finally we prove that 
for any finite cyclic p-group P there xists a ring R such that P E U,(R), the 
p-primary part of U(R), and we establish that for a certain class of cyclic 
groups ~4 there is a local field R with ~4 z U(R). Several open questions 
are discussed and examined as well. 
1. PRELIMINARIES 
Let K be a finite abelian extension fthe rational number field Q.The 
subgroup U(K), of the Brauer group B(K), called the group of algebras 
with uniformly distributed Hasse invariants was introduced inMollin [ 111. 
This was a natural development of the fact hat the elements of the Schur 
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subgroup S(K) of B(K) were shown by Benard and Schacher [2] to satisfy 
the property of uniform distribution of Hasse invariants, from which it 
follows that S(K) is a subgroup of U(K). We begin by stating a definition 
of U(K) for an arbitrary number field K.Let L denote the normal closure 
of K over F where KZ F is any extension fnumber fields. We say that a 
class [A] of B(K) is in U,(K), the group of algebras with uniformly dis- 
tributed Hasse invariants over K relative toF (see Mollin [22]) Rrovided 
[A ] satisfies: 
DEFINITION 1.1. (i) If exp[A OK L] = n then a primitive nth root of 
unity e, is in L, and 
(ii) If P is any prime of the ring of integers ofL and CT E Gal(L/F) 
with e;=e :; then the following relationship between Hasse invariants 
holds: 
inv,P[A OK L] = t, inv,.[A OK L] (mod 1). 
Consequences ofthis definition were considered inMollin [22], which is 
a successor tothe general Galois case introduced inMollin [21]. Green- 
field [7] also studied U,(K) from a more abstract perspective based on the 
model in [21]. The relationship between S(K) and U(K) has received much 
attention by Mollin [11&17]. Recently DeMeyer and Mollin [4] 
introduced the concept of the Schur group of a commutative ring. This fur- 
nished a natural generalization of the usual notion of the Schur group. 
Further work in this direction may be found in DeMeyer and Mollin [S] 
and Mollin [18]. 
It is quite natural therefore toask whether the uniform distribution 
group generalizes to the commutative ring case even though we do not 
have the notion of a Hasse invariant over a ring. In this paper we introduce 
the uniform distribution group U(R) over a commutative ring R and prove 
that it coincides with the usual notion of uniform distribution of Hasse 
invariants when R is an algebraic number field. Moreover we show that in 
the case of an integral domain a certain Schur group (which reduces to the 
usual notion of the Schur subgroup in the number field case) is a subgroup 
of U(R). 
The definition of U(R) and basic results pertaining thereto are developed 
in Section 2. The relationship between U(R) and S(R) is developed in Sec- 
tion 3. Finally, inSection 4 we completely determine U(R) in the case 
where R is the ring of integers ofan algebraic number field. Moreover we 
show that for any finite cyclic p-group P there xists a local field R such 
that U,(R) g P. Also we prove that if &’ is any cyclic group such that 
1,&1 + 1 is prime then there is a local field R with U(R) E &. For contrast, 
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note that DeMeyer-Mollin [4] proved that for any finite abelian group d 
there is a commutative ring R with S(R) E d. 
For basic properties of number fields u ed herein the reader should con- 
sult Marcus [lo] or Janusz [S]. The fundamental results concerning the 
Schur group of a field of characteristic zero may be found in Yamada [25] 
and Mollin [ 19, 203. For information regarding properties ofalgebras 
including the classification of theBrauer group of a number field via Hasse 
invariants see Reiner [24]. The development ofthe Brauer group of classes 
of Azumaya algebras over a commutative ring which underlies the study in 
this paper may be found in Auslander-Goldman [I]. 
2. UNIFORM DISTRIBUTION OVER A RING 
In what follows we let R be a commutative ring with identity. 
Suppose that A is an R-algebra and cr EAut(R), the automorphism 
group of R. Define ,A to be the R-algebra with ,A = A as rings and 
R-module action given by r * u = CT -‘(r).a for all rER and aeA where 
the multiplication on the right-hand side is in A. For results about this 
action on the Brauer group and its ubgroups ee [4,6,9,20]. 
DEFINITION 2.1. Let [A] E B(R). We say [A ] E U(R), the uniform dis- 
tribution subgroup of B(R), whenever [A] satisfies both of the following: 
(i) If exp[A] =n then the nth roots of unity form a cyclic group 
in R. 
(ii) If GE Aut(R) and ez=e:; then [,A] = [A]‘o. 
LEMMA 2.1. U(R) is a subgroup of B(R). 
Proof. Let [A], [B]E U(R) with exp[A] =m, and exp[B] =n. By 
definition e,,,, e, ER. Let 1= l.c.m.(m, n).To show that a primitive Ith root 
of unity e, is in R, it suffices to show that for each primep dividing 1 a 
primitive II), =p”th root of unity is in R, where 111, denotes the highest 
such power. Since c= max(a, b) where lmlp =pU and lnlp =pb then we may 
assume without loss of generality hat c = a. Therefore ei = ePC where 
d = mJp’, thereby guaranteeing that e, E R. 
Now we show [A] [ B] ~ ’ E U(R). Suppose ; = ez, e; = e:, and eg = e?. 
We must show that [,(A OR Bop)] = [A OR BopluO. From DeMeyer [6, 
Lemma l(a), p. 3281 we have that [,(A OR BoP)] = [,A][,BoP] = 
[A]““[B”P]‘O. Now if g = g.c.d.(m, n) then ez = (e;‘g)UO = (ey)“jg = (eg)“lg = 
(e;‘g)” = e; = ez whence U, -s, (mod m). Similarly U,= t, (mod n). Thus 
[A]“GIB”P]‘O= [,4]“n[BoP]Us= [A OR BopluO. Q.E.D. 
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LEMMA 2.2. If R is an algebraic number field then the definitions for
U(R) coincide. More precisely, suppose 0 E Aut(R), e, E R such that e; = e:, 
with n=exp[A] and [A] E U(R). Then [,A] = [Altu if and only if 
inv,[A] = t,inv,,[A] (mod l), for any prime 9 of the ring of integers 
of R. 
Proof: Since A = bA as rings 1A is a ring isomorphism. Also, BE Aut( R) 
extends to a ring automorphism 8: R, g R,+,,. Thus 1, OR&: A OR R, E 
,A OR R,, as rings. By Janusz [9, Lemma, p. 3851 inv[A OR R,] = 
inv[,A OR Ryn]. This gives inv,[A] = inv,,[,A], and the result follows 
since [,A] = [A]” if and only if inv,q[A] =inv,,[,A] =inv,Y.[A]‘O= 
t,. inv,,[A] (mod 1 ), and the class of ,A in B(R) is uniquely determined 
by its Hass invariants. Q.E.D. 
LEMMA 2.3. U(R) is invariant under the action of Aut(R) given by 
ro [A] = [,A]. 
Proof: We must show that if [A] E U(R) then [,A] E U(R). Suppose 
n=exp[A]ande:,=e~.Sinceg.c.d.(t,,n)=l,exp[,A]=n.SinceA=.Aas 
rings, Definition 2.1(i) holds. For Definition 2.l(ii), let (r EAut(R) with 
e;=elp. Now, [,(,A)] = [,,(A)] = [A]“” as er = (e:)O= (e,O)‘r=e’O’r=e’r’O 
whence [,(,A)] = [,AIrO. Q.E.D. 
Note that in DeMeyer and Mollin [4, Proposition 3, p. 1213 a similar 
result was proved for S(R). 
LEMMA 2.4. Let T be the fixed ring of Aut(R). For [A] E U(R), A is 
T-algebra isomorphic to ,A. 
Proof The isomorphism is established viathe ring isomorphism 1, as 
follows: 
l,(t*a)=l.(o~‘(t).a)=l.(t*a)=t.a=t.l.(a). 
Q.E.D. 
3. THE SCHUR GROUP AND UNIFORM DISTRIBUTION 
As in Section 2, R is a commutative ring with identity. However, for the 
following definition of the Schur group we do not need the restriction on 
roots of unity as we did within the definition of U(R). 
DEFINITION 3.1 (see DeMeyer and Mollin [4, 51 and Mollin [ 181). An 
Azumaya R-algebra A represents a class in the Schur subgroup S(R) of 
B(R) if there is a finite group G and an R-algebra epimorphism f:RG -+ A. 
In the case where char(R) # 0 it was shown in DeMeyer and Mollin [4, 
Proposition 1, p. 1181 that S(R) is trivial. Therefore we assume for the 
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remainder of this ection that char(R) =O. When R is a field then the 
elements of S(R) are represented by cyclotomic algebras ( ee Yamada [25, 
Chap. 21); i.e., crossed product algebras of the form (R(e,)/R, G, 8) = 
c aeG R(e,) u, where the values of the factor set j? are roots of unity in 
R(e,) and U,XU, = xOjI(cr, T) u,, for all x~R*(e,) and cr, ZE G= 
Gal(R(e,)/R). In the more general ring situation not all elements of S(R) 
are so representable. We also know that in the number field case 
S(R) 5 U(R). Again this is not known to hold in our more general 
situation. However we can say something positive. Let S’(R) denote the 
subgroup of S(R) consisting of classes having a cyclotomic algebra 
representative. Then we have 
LEMMA 3.1. IfR is an integral domain then S(R) c U(R). 
Proof: By definition [A] E S’(R) has a representation A = (R(e,)/ 
R, G, j?). From DeMeyer and Mollin [4, Proposition 4, p. 1211 if 
exp(A) = n then e, E R. Moreover n 1 m. By DeMeyer [6], [,A] = 
[(R(e,)/R, G, /I”)] where B is an extension f(r to R(e,). Now if ez = e: 
and ei = ez then, since n1 m, eR = (e;“‘)” = (ef)““” = e: = e; whence t, s S, 
(mod n). Therefore [(R(e,)/R, G, /?“)I = [(R(e,)/R, G, /F)] = [Also= 
[A]‘< as required. Q.E.D. 
PROPOSITION 3.1. Let [A] E U(R) be of exponent m. [A] is fixed by 
0 E Aut(R) if and only if o fixes e,. 
Proof: [ ,A] = [A] if and only if [A] = [A] ‘, where e; = ez if and only 
if d fixes e,. Q.E.D. 
COROLLARY 3.1 (DeMeyer and Mollin [4, Proposition 5, p. 1221). Let 
R be an integral domain. Then an element of order m in S(R) is fixed by 
(T EAut(R) if and only if R contains a primitive mth root of unity fixed &y 0. 
THEOREM 3.1. Let R be a complete local ring of characteristic zero with 
maximal ideal M, then s’(R) = S(R) E S( R/M) c U( R/M) E U(R). 
Proof: DeMeyer and Mollin [S, Theorem 2.2, p. 2081 proved that 
S’(R) = S(R) z S(R/M), and from Lemma 3.1, S’(R/M) is a subgroup 
of U(R/M). It remains to show that U(R/M) s U(R). The 
map B(R) + B(R/M) is a monomorphism so U(R) + U(R/M) is a 
monomorphism. Moreover by [26, p. 3073 R = (R/M)[ [xl] is the ring of 
formal power series. A tedious check shows that U(R/M) r U(R/M[ [xl]). 
Q.E.D. 
The following was proved for S’(R) in Mollin [ 18, Proposition 2.4, 
p. 2781 and DeMeyer and Mollin [4, Proposition 5, p. 1221. 
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PROPOSITION 3.2. Let R he a regular local ring or a ring of polynomials 
in one variable over a perfect field. If [A] E U(R) and exp[A] = n then the 
following are equivalent: 
(1) 0 E Am(R) extends to Am(A). 
(2) ,A is R-isomorphic to A. 
(3) Cdl = [Al. 
(4) ofixes e,,. 
Proof: By DeMeyer [6, Lemma 1, p. 3281 (1) and (2) are equivalent, 
and by DeMeyer [6, Proposition 13, p. 3351 (2) is equivalent to(3). By 
Proposition 3.1, (3) and (4) are equivalent. Q.E.D. 
We close this ection with a discussion of some open questions. We have 
been unable to determine, for a commutative R-overring T with 
[A] E B(R) and [AQ, T] E U(T), when is [A] E U(R)? That this is not 
always the case is illustrated by the following example. Note however that 
a more abstract approach like [7] can be used to side step such coun- 
terexamples. 
EXAMPLE 3.1. Let K= Q(3) and define [A] EB(Q) by inv,[A] =a, 
inv,[A]=i and inv,[A]=O for all p#2, 3. Then inv,[A@, K]=+= 
inv,[A Op K] since both 2 and 3 are ramified in K. Hence clearly 
[A Oa K] E U(K) but [A] $ U(Q) since 4$ Q. 
The question was settled for a certain class of fields inMollin [21, 
Theorem 2.10, p. 2601. Furthermore we note that a similar question 
remains open for S(R) but we have no example where S(R) 0 T# S(T) 
when B(R) + B(T) is a monomorphism (see DeMeyer and Mollin [ 51). 
Example 3.1 will not work for S(R) since S(K) = S(Q) 0 K in that instance 
(see Yamada [25, p. 130]), and R(Q) -+ B(K) is not a monomorphism. 
In [S, Proposition 2.3, p. 2081 we showed that under certain restrictions 
on R we have S(R) r S(R[x]). We know of no example where 
S(R) & S(R[x]). Similarly, is U(R)r U(R[x]) always? 
4. GROUP THEORETIC CALCULATIONS ON U(R) 
Our first task is to compute U(R) when R is the ring of integers ofan 
algebraic number field. 
THEOREM 4.1. Let R be the ring of integers of an algebraic number 
field K and let r be the number of real embeddings (equivalently, real infinite 
primes) of K. Then: 
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(1) Zf r = 0 or r is odd then U(R) = (0). 
(2) Zf r is even then U(R) = Cz, the cyclic group of order 2. 
Proof By Orzech-Small [23, Theorem 6.36, p. 781 all non-trivial 
elements of B(R) have exponent 2. Hence the criterion f r membership of a 
nontrivial element [A] in U(R) reduces to [,A] = [A] for all ~7 in Aut(R). 
By Orzech-Small again, A OR K has trivial Hasse invariants at all 
finite primes. Therefore [,A] = [A] for all (T EAut(R) translates 
to inv,[A OR K] =inv,&(A OR K)] f or all infinite real primes 9 of R 
and all 0E Aut(K); i.e., inv,[A OR K)] = 4 for all infinite real primes of R. 
By the Hasse sum theorem rmust be even. Q.E.D. 
We note that DeMeyer and Mollin [5] were not able to settle the 
question for S(R). Here we conjecture that S(R) = U(R) E C2 when r is 
even. We do have the following positive r sult. 
COROLLARY 4.1. Suppose that r is even and R contains a real quadratic 
field Q(Jd) such that d is divisible by a prime p E 3 (mod 4). Then S(R) = 
S(R)= U(R)zCC,. 
Proof From DeMeyer and Mollin [S] we have S’(R) = S(R) = C,. 
The result now follows from Lemma 3.1. Q.E.D. 
DeMeyer and Mollin [4, Theorem 1, p. 1181 proved that for any finite 
abelian group d there exists a finitely generated Z-algebra R with 
S(R) z &‘. Although we are unable to obtain such a strong result for U(R) 
we do have the following. 
THEOREM 4.2. For any finite cyclic p-group P, where p is a rational 
prime, there is a local field R such that PE U,(R), the p-primary part of 
U(R). 
Proof Suppose that P has order p” and q = 1 (modpU) is prime with 
q & 1 (mod p” + ’ ). By Mollin [ 11, Theorem 1.5, p. 2741 there xists an 
element [A] E U(Q(e,,)) such that [R] = [A @ocPPO) Qe,(e,.)] hasorder pa. 
Since ePO +I is not in QJe,,) = Q, then [B] generates UJQ,); i.e., 
u,(Q,, = P. Q.E.D. 
The following isimmediate from Theorem 4.2. 
COROLLARY 4.2. For any finite abelian group d with cyclic factors of 
order p;’ , p(12,..., p,” there exist local fields R,, R2,..., R, such that 
d % UJR,) x UJRJ x . . ’ x U/JR,). 
Finally, we have 
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PROPOSITION 4.1. If d is a finite cyclic group of order m, and m + 1 is 
prime then there xists a local field R such that U(R) z d. 
ProoJ: Let q = m + 1. Then by Mollin [ 1 l] there xists anelement [A] 
of U(Q(e,)) such that [II] = [A@,,,,,Q,(e,,,)] has index m and [B] 
generates U(Q&em)) = U( Q,). Q.E.D. 
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